78	STRAITS   OF   MAGELLAN
when it was sunny and clear the effect was disappointing, and
less impressive than when the mountains were seen partially
veiled in mist and with driving cloud. The last hundred miles
before the Gulf of Peiias it became markedly warmer, and the
steam-heating was no longer necessary.
It was far from our thoughts that exactly one year later these
same channels would witness a game of deadly hide-and-seek
in a great naval war between Germany and England. In them
the German ship Dresden lay hidden, after making her escape
from the battle of the Falkland Islands, while for two and a half
months English ships looked for her in vain. They explored in
the search more than 7,000 miles of waterway, not only taking
the risks of these uncharted passages, but expecting round every
corner to come upon the enemy with all her guns trained on
the spot where they must appear.
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We left Punta Arenas on Saturday, November 2gth, 1913,
spending the night in Freshwater Bay, and the next afternoon
anchored in St. Nicholas Bay, which is on the mainland. Opposite
to it, on the other side of the Straits, is Cawson Island, and
separating Dawson from the next island to the westward is
Magdalen Sound, which leads into Cockburn Channel; it was in
this last that the Dresden found  her first hiding-place after
escaping from Sturdee's squadron and obtaining an illicit supply
of coal at Punta Arenas.   St. Nicholas Bay forms the mouth of
a considerable river, the banks of which are clothed with forests
which come down to the sea; near the estuary is a little island,
and, on it there is a conspicuous tree.   Mr. Cony and I went out
fe the boat, and found affixed to the tree a number of boards
will* t&e aaittep of vessels which had visited the place.   Jeffery
$enrai)!ed up and added Manors card to those already there.
This w$s our first introduction to a plan frequently encountered
later in out-of-the-way holes and corners, and which subsequently
played a part in the war;   At the outbreak of hostilities tfce
Dresden .was in the Atlantic, and had to creep round the Horn to
join the squadron of Von Spec in the Pacific. She put into Oraage
Bay, oneof the furthest anchorages to the south i there she found
*feat man£ mentis before the Bremen had left her name on a •
Moved by habit^soJ^eone oathe cruiser wrote fceto*
xith, 4914 "; then caution supervened,
bat :Wy partially, obliterated;

